News on IEM Member COVID-19 Efforts

CSE Highlights IEM-Supported MNMask Effort
50,000 Masks and Counting

David Boulware Discusses Results of New England Journal of Medicine Study on Hydroxychloroquine with Star Tribune
Hydroxychloroquine Drug in University of Minnesota Trial Does Little to Prevent COVID-19

Chris Hogan Discusses Marvin Windows & Polaris Collaboration with Star Tribune
From Industrial Widgets to Hospital Goods: COVID-19 Forces Minnesota Factories to Pivot

Linsey Griffin - UMN Innovations Highlighted by KSTP
U of M Innovations Help Provide Critical Supplies During COVID-19 Crisis

Shashi Shekhar Discusses Value of COVID-19 Mobile Tracking Apps with Star Tribune
Privacy, Tech Issues Stifle Potential for COVID-19 Tracking Apps

IEM COVID-19 RESPONSE
Click here for more information
IEM Member Highlights

Brenda Ogle Discusses 20-Year History of Stem Cell Institute
For Two Decades, a Trailblazing U Institute Has Led the Quest to Unlock the Potential of the Cells that Keep on Giving

Sophia Vinogradov & David Redish are Co-Investigators for Psychosis Research Funded with $15 Million Grant Award
U Researchers Receive $15M NIMH Grant to Study Psychosis

Results Reported on Boston Scientific DBS System Clinical Trial Led by Jerry Vitek
DBS with Novel Device Reduces Parkinson’s Symptoms

Michael McAlpine Leads Team that Successfully Demonstrates 3D Printing of Sensors onto Expanding Organs
New Discovery Allows 3D Printing of Sensors Directly on Expanding Organs

Henry Buchwald Discusses his Book about the University of Minnesota’s Leadership in Surgery During the 1960's with the Star Tribune
Surgeon Storyteller’s New Book Recalls Golden Era at ‘U’

Announcements

Registration Open Online MIN-CORPS Innovation Commercialization Course; Starts July 1st
The University of Minnesota MIN-Corps program is proud to work with Launch Minnesota, an initiative of MN-DEED, helping you translate your innovation to a fundable, high-growth business. We use the Lean Startup (also called Lean LaunchPad) approach, a structured process to quickly assess and refine business concepts, thus avoiding costly mistakes and accelerating your progress to market launch. Registration is open for MIN-CORPS’ VPD X004 - Launch Minnesota Value Proposition Design Online Course >